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Preface
there are lots of books about it service management, but almost none about the 
organizational issues of implementation projects. very little has been published on 
organizational structures, roles, responsibilities, skills and competences, in the field 
of it (service) management, to support implementation and organization change 
projects. this book is part of a series that intends to change that permanently.

the first volume of the series, “designing and transforming it organizations”, is the 
introduction book to the rest, covering the common structure for the series, 
containing a more profound guidance on organization design, development, change 
and governance. most importantly, it offers an approach for itSm implementation 
and improvement. more information is available on: www.designing-it-organizations.
com. the introduction book was authored by Job ten Hagen, who also acted as a 
co-author of this new title.

this is the second title in the series, dealing with one of the most important 
organization structures in an it service organization: the service level management 
process and the service manager role. Service level management is where it all 
begins. Customer satisfaction is the ultimate goal of common service organizations, 
but no organization can satisfy its customers if it has no idea of what services to 
deliver. Whether agreed on a clay tablet, half an a4, a 500 page document, or in 
terms of expectations, it all starts with an understanding of what you should deliver. 
that’s what service level management is all about.

and once you understand what you should deliver, someone has to be made 
responsible, to make sure it gets enough attention. that’s where the service manager 
comes in. this role has been called many things, from product manager to service 
owner, account manager, and other ‘managers’. but ultimately only one role can be 
responsible for the service, where many others will be responsible for processes, for 
teams, or for infrastructures. that’s why we call this role service manager – it 
designates the responsibility for managing the service.

in the first two chapters of this book, you’ll find the same structure as in the 
introduction book. if you’ve already read that, you can skip the introduction chapters. 
if not, please read from chapter one, to get a good grip on how to implement the rest 
of the book.

Wishing you all the best in setting up the core of your service management system,

Jan van Bon 
Chief editor
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12 Service level management and the Service manager

this book is part of a series about roles and responsibilities in it service 
management (itSm). each book of the series discusses roles and responsibilities for 
a specific information technology (it) management domain (process or function). 
there is also an introduction book to the series.

1.1 introduction
many organizations that decide to implement or improve itSm fail in one way or 
another. there can be many reasons for failure, such as: 

 ● lack of management commitment
 ● too ambitious, or badly defined goals
 ● a process only or technology only focus
 ● misalignment between organization (structure) and processes 
 ● resistance to change in the organization
 ● accountabilities and responsibilities are not clear or missing
 ● staff that are unaware of their new roles 
 ● staff that lack the necessary competences and skills.

in most cases, failure is caused by a combination of these reasons. let us compare 
an itSm implementation project to building a house. no one in their right mind would 
start building a house without: a proper design and foundation of the house; a right 
working order; clear definitions of responsibilities for (sub) contractors; the sort and 
quality of the materials used; skilled and competent people to build the house; 
meeting building codes and environmental rules and regulations. nevertheless, 
many organizations start their itSm project without a proper basis and building plan.

the roles book series is set up to help you make that plan, and to guide you in 
implementing itSm. it covers those aspects that we think are essential to deliver an 
itSm building:

 ● designing and developing the organization
 ● the essential process steps and activities
 ● role definitions, responsibilities, skills and competences
 ● accountability and authority
 ● governance
 ● the human factor.

this book combines these building blocks of the itSm plan in a reference model and 
explains them in detail in section 1.2. a lot of our attention is people-related. this is 
not without reason: people execute and control process activities, people deliver 
products and services and people communicate about products and services. So 
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how come people often are not in the center of attention when it comes to itSm 
projects? is it because we rather deal with technology aspects? We hope this book 
will fill this gap, both in practice and in literature.

Target audience
the book series is written for anyone who deals with itSm implementations, 
improvements or organization change in their it organization. For example Cios, it 
managers, process managers, or consultants who assist the it organization in 
improving itSm. they can all learn more on the characteristics of the service level 
management process and the service manager role. of course the book is of 
specific value for the people working in that specific domain or role. but it can also 
be useful for a human resource employee who is responsible for defining roles, 
responsibilities and job descriptions for the new or changed organization. or for 
process staff, like incident coordinators, who want to gain more insight in their 
responsibilities and those of the colleagues they work with.

How to use this book
as stated before, “Service level management and the Service manager” is part of a 
series on roles and responsibilities in itSm. the first volume of the series, “designing 
and transforming it organizations” [Hagen, J. ten, 2012], is the introduction book to 
the rest of the books in the series. it covers the common structure for the series, and 
contains a more profound guidance on organization design, development, change 
and governance. most importantly, it offers an itSm implementation approach. 

the common structure of the series as described in the introduction book can be 
found in this book in sections 1.2, 1.3 and 5.1, and in chapter 2. 

Section 1.3 and other parts of the book also build on the content of the iSm method 
(Hoving, W. & J. van bon, 2012).

the other volumes of the series deal with a specific itSm domain:
 ● Roles and Responsibilities in incident management
 ● Roles and Responsibilities in application management
 ● other titles to follow.

this book is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 (Context) explains the scope, 
terminology and concepts. it describes the reference model and provides an 
introduction into the topics that are relevant for understanding the rest of the chapters.
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14 Service level management and the Service manager

Chapter 2 (Organizational design, development, and governance) details the 
organizational structure that is necessary to be able to support itSm processes. 
examples are given of various organization structures and the chapter explains how 
to enhance that structure with role clusters and teams.

after describing the book’s domain, chapter 3 (Activities) describes the activities 
related to the service level management process. activities are components of steps. 
Steps make it easier to discuss process flows. the granularity of the system 
determines how these two levels are used in practice.

Chapter 4 (Roles) introduces the roles in the domain, categorizing them by 
management level (strategic, tactical, operational). generic roles as process owner, 
process manager, process controller, call coordinator, call operator are covered, and 
specific attention is paid to the role of service manager. For each role the objectives, 
responsibilities, tasks, authorities, primary activities, secondary activities, interaction 
with other roles/users, deliverables/output, key performance indicators (KPis), useful 
tools and techniques, references to roles in standards and frameworks, experience, 
required skills and critical success factors (CSFs) are described.

Chapter 5 (RACI Table) starts with an introduction of the use of RaCi: it explains 
the purpose of RaCi, when to use RaCi, how to read/interpret a RaCi table? the 
second part of chapter five lists all activities versus all roles with the various 
responsibility levels in the cells.

Why was this book series written?
this book series provides important information that will help to avoid the following – 
all too common – pitfalls:

 ● When implementing an ITSM project, the organization structure is 
neglected – a frequently heard question is how to structure an it organization 
when implementing itSm. Focusing on itSm processes would neglect crucial 
aspects of organization structure, teams, authority and assignment of roles. 

 ● During ITSM implementations the focus is on process output instead of 
business value – Processes are designed and implemented without 
understanding that they are meant to deliver specific outcomes for the business. 
there is little established relationship between the processes as designed and 
executed, and the desired, agreed value that needs to be realized for the business.

 ● Limiting the project to only process based best practices – the available 
best practices are often too generic – or not specific enough – to be applied in 
existing organizations. additional information is required about the distribution of 
responsibilities over line and process management, allocation of process roles, 
and alignment with the governance model of the entire organization.
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 ● Responsibility conflicts arise between line and process management 
– most best practices give little guidance on how to link the processes to the it 
organization. For example, in large organizations a matrix organization is often 
implemented where the process managers will have the responsibility but not the 
authority that should go with it.

 ● The project doesn’t get off the ground because it has too many 
participants with limited ITSM implementation experience, and role 
profiles are missing – traditionally, organizations start improvement efforts by 
working on the implementation or improvement of their use of technology or their 
processes. this often leads to endless discussions about process definitions, and 
inadequate use of available tools. Starting with people improvement instead, by 
focusing on accountabilities, roles, and responsibilities, makes it easier to 
understand and less abstract than processes alone. Role descriptions are often 
missing in itSm best practices. the practices don’t provide detailed role profiles 
with responsibilities and skills required for matching individuals with the 
appropriate competences.

 ● Change in the IT organization is evolutionary and lacks a drastic approach 
– in the past, itSm implementations were not as successful as they could have 
been. in most cases the implementations have been set up from a more 
evolutionary approach: the focus was mainly on the design of processes, 
procedures and tooling. other important elements of organization change – 
specifically relating to the human resources system, job descriptions, involving 
customers and linking to the business vision and objectives – were missing or only 
slightly touched. it organizations need to take more drastic actions to include 
these elements in a large change program and accomplish the goals the business 
has set. organization change sometimes needs a crisis in which drastic measures 
have to be taken to meet the expectations of the business and to grow to the 
desired role for the it organization.

it is clear that without including organizational and human resource aspects, an 
effective itSm implementation is impossible; the it organization will not be able to 
create value for customers. this book helps in solving these issues by elaboration on 
all these aspects and related topics: organization, the human factor, roles, 
accountability, design, governance, and service (level) management improvement.
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16 Service level management and the Service manager

1.2 Reference and organization 
change model

Reference model
the books in the series require a common structure, since they can be used in 
practice as a set. Figure 1.1 provides this common structure.

Figure 1.1 Outline of topics and structure: the reference model

Figure 1.1 outlines the topics and structure of this book and the series. it will be 
referred to as “the reference model”. topics are grouped to indicate they belong to 
each other, as explained in the appropriate section. groups are positioned next to 
each other to indicate there is a relationship of some kind. the arrows in the structure 
facilitate interpretation of the structure, relations and chapters in this book. the numbers 
refer to the appropriate sections in this book.

this book series supports the reader in configuring their own organization structures, 
following the principle of “adopt and adapt”. most importantly it gives the reader 
basic guidelines and structures. the reference model is required for consistency and 
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Context 17

guidance, and describes choices made. the definitions are generic and not 
prescriptive. they are provided to define uniform assumptions made for each book in 
the series and to facilitate understanding of the material. these principles can be 
adapted to the organization practices used in the reader’s own organization.

Quick guide to the reference model
the model can be read in different ways, depending on the viewpoint and purpose. 

In this book series the model is briefly  
read like this

a vision is created by senior management; it drives organization change and 
improvements, along with clearly defined organization goals. 

the vision is the starting point for organization development, which in time may 
result in (changed) organization structures, processes and roles. Organization 
design is needed for designing the organization structure.

organization design principles form the basis for the organization model and 
the process model, which together shape the organization with its departments. 

a governance model is set up for the organization to ensure good performance 
and conformance. 

Teams can be created and assigned to implement the organization’s goals. 

a position means an employee situated in a department, and possibly working 
in one or more teams.

an employee can fulfill one or more roles, in each role the employee is 
responsible for carrying out activities relating to the process and its process steps. 

the responsibilities of the role are described in the role profile, together with the 
skills, experience, knowledge and qualifications required. 

Employee competences are matched with the role profile for selecting the right 
employee for the role. 
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acronyms
abC attitude, behavior, culture

biti model business it integration maturity model

Cio chief information officer

Cmdb configuration management database

Cmmi capability maturity model integration

CSF critical success factor

CSi continual service improvement 

Fte full time equivalent

iSm method integrated service management method

it information technology

itgi  it governance institute

itil information technology infrastructure library

itSm it service management

KPi key performance indicator

moF microsoft operations framework

ogC office of government Commerce

oSa operational support and analysis

PdCa  plan, do, check, act

Pmm process management matrix

RaCi  responsible, accountable, consulted, informed

RaCi-vS responsible, accountable, consulted, informed, verifies, signs off

RaSCi  responsible, accountable, supportive, consulted, informed 

RFC request for change

RFi request for information

RFP request for proposal

Same strategic alignment model enhanced

SFia Skills Framework for the information age

Sla service level agreement

SmF service management function
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index

A
accountability 51, 61, 63, 77, 82, 118, 164, 166
accountability 114
acquisition 77
activity 34, 41, 99, 100, 107
assignment 18, 61
attitude 66
attitude, behavior and culture (abC) 18, 66
auditing 119
authority 18, 40, 63, 77
authority matrix 164

B
behavior 54, 66
behavioral skills 55
business requirements 101

C
call coordinator 44, 97, 115, 140, 173
call handler 43, 132
call operator 44, 97, 115, 137, 140, 174
call owner 43, 132
calls 131
capabilities 60
change management 142
change manager 142
commitment 12
competence 17, 55, 60
compliance 78
configuration item (Ci) 94
conformance 17, 77, 78
consulted 164
control 29
controller 97
critical success factor 30
critical success factors (CSFs) 14, 105
culture 66, 114
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customer-facing services 94
customer service requirements 88

D
decisions 77
delegation 63, 141
demand 102, 121
department 17, 31, 38
director of service management 154, 174
divisional structure 72

E
employee 17
escalation 119, 123, 133
experience 17

F
function 12, 24, 38
functional structure 71

G
governance 76, 141
governance model 17
gQm methodology 144
group 38

H
hard skills 55
human behavior 77
human factor 63

I
iceberg model 64
informal structure 72
information demand management (idm) 95
informed 164
input 29
iSo38500 77
itSm 12

J
job 141
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job description 41

K
key performance indicator (KPi) 30, 105, 108, 147
knowledge 17, 64

L
leadership 115
line management 131
line manager 46
line organization 42

M
manager 97
matching 57, 58, 100
matrix organization 81
matrix structure 72
metrics 30
moF 81
motives 66

N
network structure 72

O
operational level agreements (olas) 89
organization 17, 36, 37, 114, 116, 140, 156, 158
organizational capabilities 19
organization change 17
organization chart 37, 38, 72
organization design 17
organization development 17
organization model 17, 37
organization structure 71
outcome 29
output 29
overperforming services 110

P
partners 21
PdCa cycle 31, 45
people 13
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performance 22, 77
physical team 159
position 17, 41
procedure 35
process 12, 24
process control 104
process controller 43, 105, 107, 115, 140, 173
Process management matrix (Pmm) 46, 48, 86, 107, 122
process manager 46, 92, 108, 115, 122, 131, 140, 141, 173
process model 17, 25, 95
process owner 43, 97, 101, 115, 118, 133, 140, 143, 149, 173
process step 24, 32, 101, 102, 107, 135
professional skills 55
provider 88, 89

Q
qualifications 17
qualities 65

R
RaCi 63, 109, 164
RaCi-vS 164
RaSCi 164
reference model 16
request for changes (RFCs) 142
responsibility 17, 40, 42, 51, 61, 63, 77, 164
role 41, 116
role profile 17, 58
roles 114

S
self-image 65
service achievements 97
service catalog 94
service costs 88
service delivery capabilities 88
service level agreement 88
service level expectations 103
service level management 88
service level manager 143
service level requirements 88, 101
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service level targets 89
service management 19
service management function 89, 92, 108, 142
service management team 116, 159
service manager 109, 116, 149, 174
service owner 116, 145, 174
service report 91, 109
skills 17, 52, 64, 120, 121, 126, 130, 134, 138, 147, 148, 152
social role 65
soft skills 55
strategy 77
sub process 33
supply 102, 121
supporting services 94

T
task 40
tasks, authorities, and responsibilities (taR) 104
team 17, 39, 50
team model 81
team SmF 81
team structure 72
threshold 106
trigger 29
trigger point 106

U
underperforming services 110
underpinning contracts (UCs) 89
utility 20

V
value 19, 134
value creation 77
virtual team 39, 159
vision 17
vision statement 21

W
warranty 20
work instruction 36
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